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Abstract
In this paper, we present a method for detecting individuals in crowd by clustering a group of feature points belonging to the same person. In our approach, a feature point
is considered to contain three attributes: the motion trajectory in video sequence, the sparse local appearance around
point in current frame, and the structure relationship with
body center related with local appearance. We exploit these
attributes to cluster them appearing on the same individual
to achieve detection purpose. The algorithm does not require observing entire human body and could discriminate
different individuals under overlap. Our experiments show
that this approach advances the performance of detecting
individuals in crowds.

1. Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of detecting individuals in real world dense crowds. The topic is a fundamental
to further high-level visual analysis and some applications
in video surveillance, such as people counting and abnormal
event detection.
The phenomenon of crowding presents numbers of challenges for visual analysis. Occlusion and complex scene
are the most important two factors. When dense crowd occurs, moving objects usually fill the scene, which precludes
the traditional techniques based on background subtraction
[17, 18, 5, 19, 4]. And, high occurrence of occlusion makes
it impossible that all the parts of an individual are observed
all the time in the video sequence. In consequence, traditional model-based techniques[15, 10, 11, 3] also fail to
achieve robust and accurate result.
In contrast with traditional techniques, a moving objects
detection framework[2, 8, 12] has been proposed, which
only makes use of motion characteristics. In the framework,
feature points are tracked in video sequence to generate
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Figure 1. Example of a dense crowd. Our goal is to detect individual in video sequences like this.

motion trajectories. Then, each pair’s similarity of feature
points is measured according to two attributes, the average
of space distances on each frames and the maximal variation
of these distances. Finally, the detection task is translated to
a problem of clustering those feature points using their similarities. Since background subtraction and observing all
portions are not required, this framework is more robust to
occlusion and gets better performance in crowd.
However, in real world scene, the framework fails when
objects move closely and in the same direction. The reason
is trajectories tend to be extremely similar and objects can
not be segmented from crowd correctly. Recently, Daisuke
uses the consistency of local color to measure the similarity
of features in order to overcome this problem [16], which
assumes that local color of the space between objects is
continuously changing in video sequence. In ideal scene,
it can deal with the situation correctly. Nevertheless, the assumption is not always satisfied, such as the situation that
background seems the same color. Besides, the technique
requires feature points tracked very accurately which is hard
to meet in practice.
In addition, all pervious approaches can not detect individual actually but just segment moving objects from
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Figure 3. Middle Results and Final Result: Tracking features to
generate trajectories; Using CodeBook entries to replace the extracted patches; Link features with their hypothetical centers; The
final detection result.

Figure 2. The Framework of Our Algorithm

crowd. Because the clustering-based framework does not
contain appearance information. Using it to detect individual, people have to assume all moving objects in the scene
are human.
To improve performance, not only motion characteristic
but also appearance and structure information are used in
our algorithm. We present a novel measurement of moving
features called feature’s structure consistency (FSC), which
makes use of appearance and structure priori as the cue. It’s
known to all that object’s local appearance contains structural relationship with object center. For example, if the
position of individual’s head is already known, we could infer body’s center on a image. So using appearance priori,
we can recognize the local appearance around feature on
individual and obtain its structural relationship with center.
According relationship and position of feature, a possible
position of individual center can be gained. Because possible centers inferred by each features tend to be proximity
when these moving features are belonging to the same individual. FSC could makes use of this characteristic by measuring features through calculating distances of those centers. By utilizing FSC, our algorithm is more robust to the
situation that individuals walk closely in the same direction.
Furthermore, using appearance and structure priori, we discriminate human with other objects in crowd.
In our approach, we have used three kinds of measures.
Two kinds of measures for motion are obtained through analyzing features’ trajectories. The other FSC measure is obtained via recognizing appearances around features using
priori. We design a automatical process to get the priori information before detection. All kinds of measures are used
as the similarities of clustering method. We implement agglomerative clustering method to cluster these features.
The main contribution of this work is we introduce appearance and structure priori into the framework for the first

time by proposing a novel measurement of moving features
called feature’s structure consistency. The algorithm’s merits include: 1)it is more robust to dense crowd for detecting
individual; 2)Using FSC to discriminate human with others, we make the framework detect individuals in crowd
firstly; 3)the system can deal with the situation more effectively that individuals walk closely and in the same direction; 4)we design a automatical training process to obtain
priori.

2. Clustering Framework to Detect Individual
In the approach, detecting individual in crowd is
achieved by clustering moving features by their similarities.
The system can be divided in three steps: tracking feature
points, calculating similarities of each pair of features, and
clustering features, which is shown in Figure 2.
First of all, KLT algorithm is used to track features in
video sequence[13, 14]. At each frame, new feature points
would be detected to make sure every moving individuals contain enough feature points. We abandon the features generating fractured and violently changing trajectories which could be considered as noises in our system. The
features which do not move in a long term are also not utilized as most of them are on the background.
Then, according to trajectories and appearances around
every features, analysis modules generate three similarities for each pair of features. The motion analysis module
achieves Spatial Proximity Similarity and Motion Invariant Similarity; the appearance and structure analysis module obtains Structure Consistency Similarity. Note that the
latter is also used to judge a feature belonging to an individual or not and we abandon other objects’ features to
just detect individuals. The details of analysis modules are
given in next section. In our approach, three similarities
are combined together using equation(1), where ci is one
of features, Ssp (ci , cj ) is the Spatial Proximity Similarity,
Sdi (ci , cj ) is the Motion Invariant Similarity, Sf sc (ci , cj )
is the Structure Consistency Similarity and S(ci , cj ) is the
combined similarity. The similarities are illustrated in Fig-
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Figure 4. The illustration of three similarities in our algorithm:
Spatial Proximity Similarity and Motion Invariant Similarity are
generated by trajectories shown and Structure Consistency Similarity are obtained by appearance and priori.

ure 4.

S(ci , cj ) = Ssp (ci , cj ) · Sdi (ci , cj ) · Sf sc (ci , cj )

(1)

Using features’ similarities, we design a cluster method
based on agglomerative clustering [1] ensuring that system
has a repeatable result. We do not initialize a set with one
feature but a group features with high similarities to speed
up the criterion and make the system more robust to shared
features. At each iteration, two closet sets are merged if
their distance is smaller than an threshold and the criterion
stops when all sets are considered and no pair is merged.
As a result, each group of features represent a individual.
Figure 3 shows the middle and final results.

operator is applied to extract fixed size image patches. An
clustering scheme [6] is used to cluster these patches and
makes the result cluster centers form a compact representation of local appearance. We store these cluster centers representing appearance as appearance prior. In the next step,
we perform a second iteration over the collected images to
learn the structure priori for each cluster center. Patches
are extracted from images again and matched with cluster
centers using Normalized Greyscale Correlation (NGC) [6].
Once a cluster center could be matched with a patch with
similarity higher than α, it records the relationship of location between the patch and individual center. Using all
of relationships recorded, an cluster center learn a relative
distribution for individual center, which represents a structure priori information actually. Finally, we put a cluster
center and its distribution together and store them. We call
a pair of cluster center and distribution an CodeBook entry (Ik , p(λ|Ik )), where Ik is the cluster center, p(λ|Ik ) is
the distribution, and λ is a location λ = (λx , λy ). And
all of CodeBook entries construct an CodeBook. In fact, a
CodeBook entry could express a local appearance with the
cluster center and its structure relationship with the distribution. Because we collect enough CodeBook entries in the
process mentioned, the CodeBook could express most local
appearances appearing possibly on an individual’s body and
their relationships with body’s center.

3.2. Hypothetical Center
According to appearance around moving feature point at
each frame, a possible individual center called hypothetical
center can be inferred for each feature.

3. Similarity between Features
Three kinds of similarities between each pair of features
are calculated, called the Spatial Proximity Similarity, the
Motion Invariant Similarity and the Structure Consistency
Similarity. We would describe the Structure Consistency
Similarity firstly.

3.1. Priori and CodeBook
To attain the Structure Consistency Similarity, we need
collect appearance and structure priori information before
detection. An automatical training process is designed to
obtain the priori and we store the priori in a structure, called
CodeBook.
Before training process, a video sequence is prepared
that there are sparse individuals moving in the scene so that
they can be segmented by background subtraction. Using
background modeling technique [9], we cut a set of individual images from the sequence. Then, the rest process can be
divided in two steps. For each image, a DoG interest point

p(λ|e, l) =

X

p(λ|Ik , l)p(Ik |e)

(2)

k

Given a location on a frame, the possible position of individual center could be inferred in a probabilistic voting
procedure. The same patch extraction method mentioned is
used on the location. We use the patch to match with CodeBook, and the matching CodeBook entries cast votes for the
possible position on the image plane based on learned distribution and the patch’s location. The voting result can be
considered as a conditional distribution of center p(λ|e, l),
where e is the observation, the extracted image patch, and
l is the observation location. The whole procedure could
be formulated in equation (2). We translate the matching
similarity to the probability p(Ik |e) to weight the matching
CodeBook entry. In the CodeBook, the p(λ|Ik ) describes a
stored relative distribution for center. According to the location of patch l, p(λ|Ik , l) presents the distribution of center
on the current frame.
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p(λ|cti )

=

X

p(λ|ej , lj )p(ej , lj |cti )

(3)

j

=

XX

p(λ|Ik , lj )p(Ik |ej )p(ej , lj |cti ) (4)

=

XX

p(λ|Ik , lj )p(Ik |ej )p(ej |cti )

k

k

j

(5)

j

In our approach, we want to detect every individual center for each moving feature based on the appearance around
feature. Because there are much noise in real world crowd.
We do not extract one patch on the location of feature at current frame cti ( cti ∈ {λ} ) but use all the observations around
the position to infer the center’s probabilistic distribution
p(λ|cti ), which is shown in Figure 5. In a small area around
feature, interest point detector is utilized. For every point,
the same probabilistic voting procedure is implemented and
a uniform voting space is constructed for each feature. It
could be expressed by the equation (3), where we weight
every detected point by p(ej , lj |cti ) which is proportional to
the distance between the point and feature’s location. Taking equation (2) into the formula, we could get expression
(4). Because on every location lj , a single observation ej
can be obtained. The p(ej , lj |cti ) is equal to p(lj |cti ) and
we obtain equation (5). In this way, we get a center’s probabilistic distribution for each moving feature. Thus, an possible individual center could be founded at maxima in voting
space [7]. Because we infer the center according to the appearance around a feature, we call it the moving feature’s
Hypothetical Center Oci ( Oci ∈ {λ} ).
Oci = arg max p(λ|cti )

(6)

λ

3.3. Features on Individuals
In our algorithm, we discriminate human and others by
differing the features on them based on appearance and
structure priori. If a feature belongs to an individual, the
appearance observation should be recognized and the hypothetical center should be near to the truth individual center.
These requirement are expressed by two constraints (7).

ω(Oci ) · p(Oci |cti ) > β

(7)
 P
t
j N GC(Ik , ej ) · p(lj |ci ) > α

The upper constraint expresses feature’s hypothetical
center should appear at the location where real individual
center occurs in a high confidence. A weight function ω(λi )
expressing the possibility of individual center’s appearing
is used as a standard to measure the displacement of feature’s hypothetical center. We calculate the weight function
by combining all distributions of moving features shown in

Figure 5. The process of getting distribution of center: The green
rectangles are the patches, the thin arrows stand for p(λ|Ik , lj ) and
the thick arrow represents p(λ|cti ).

(8). It is based on the fact that using all information tends
to weaken the influence of inaccuracy and a group features
on same person get similar distribution.
ω(λ) ∼

X

p(λ|cti )

(8)

i

The below one represents appearance restriction. It
means that the average similarity between appearance and
priori should be high enough. In the equation, ej is the observation patch and Ik is the CodeBook entry matched with
ej .

3.4. Feature’s Structure Consistency
As mentioned, we already obtain a hypothetical center
for each features. In our approach, the distance of hypothetical centers is used to measure the similarity of two features
(9), where ξf sc is a weight factor. Since, the hypothetical
center is expected around the truth center, the measurement
makes every features appearing on the same individual tend
to be very similar. And, as we make use of a spare local appearance around feature mentioned, the similarity is robust
to occlusion in dense crowd.
Sf sc (ci , cj ) =

1
1 + ξf sc ||Oci − Ocj ||2

(9)

3.5. Spatial Proximity and Motion Invariant
The Spatial Proximity and Motion Invariant are also utilized in our approach to cluster features. Since, the trajectories tend to be remain in close proximity in sequence when
they belong to the same one, the maximum displacement of
trajectories is considered as the Spatial Proximity Similarity which has been used in [12]. And, we define the Motion
Invariant by the average variation of distance between trajectories like [2].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Results on PETS2001: (a) is result of pervious method
and (b) is our result.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Results on PETS2006: (a) shows Vincent’s and (b)
shows ours

space constraint according to human size, the car’s features
are clustered into two parts. To better explain discrimination ability, we choose 70 frames from video sequence and
calculate the value of structure restraint, which is shown in
Figure 7. Because the value of weight is usually large and
does not contain probabilistic meaning, we translate the restraint value to range form 0 to 1 for easy observation. The
blue points are average values of individual’s features, the
green ones are car features and they are easily to be differed.
Figure 7. The histogram illustrates the ability of discriminating individuals and others: the value of y axis is structure constraint.
We could observe the obvious difference on the value between individual and vehicle.

1
(10)
′
′
1 + ξsp maxt′ ∈T ime ||cti − ctj ||2
1
Sdi (ci , cj ) =
(11)
1 + ξdi V ar(ci , cj )
Ssp (ci , cj ) =

4. Experimental and Analysis
In order to demonstrate the robustness and effectiveness of our approach, we implement our algorithm on four
datasets including different densities of crowds and different moving objects in scene. We also tests pervious techniques for comparison.

4.1. Effectiveness of differing individuals with other
objects
To examine effectiveness of discrimination ability, we
test our algorithm and pervious techniques on PETS2001,
where individuals and vehicles are both appearing in the
scene. A nearest distance tracking method based on the
detection algorithm at each frame is used to illustrate the
detection performance in a long term. Figure 6 a and b are
the same frames chosen from different results. In our result,
individuals’ moving features are sifted for clustering and
the system only detect individual. In pervious method, both
individual and car are considered as human. As it uses a

4.2. Robustness in discrimination of individuals
The situation that people are walking closely in the same
direction is a tough problem for the framework. In this subsection, we would like to show that our algorithm can deal
with the situation well. Since, Daisuke uses the assumption
that local color between individuals is constantly changing
to improve the framework [16], we also compare it on a
open dataset UCSD.
To explain the ability of our algorithm for handling
the mentioned problem, the algorithm is implemented on
PETS2006 and Vincent’s citeCVPR06C02 which only does
not use FSC is tested for comparison too. PETS2006 is a
dataset where sparse individual walking on simple background and people usually walking equidirectionally and
closely. Figure 8 shows two key frames from different algorithms, where we find our system segment the crowd effectively which can not be achieved by Vincent’s algorithm.
Figure 10 shows the similarity of different clusters in both
approaches: a point stands for the value of average similarities of different clusters for one algorithm at one frame.
We could observe that features on different persons become
more dissimilar by using FSC.
Approach
Vincent’s
Daisuke’s
Ours

Precision
0.664
0.883
0.935

Recall
0.353
0.591
0.598

Table 1. The Recall and Precision Rates of experimental results on
UCSD of three approaches.
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As UCSD is an open dataset where dense crowds fill the
scene and always used to test robustness for pervious approaches, we use it to compare the performance of three
algorithms, ours, Vincent’s and Daisuke’s. The precision
and recall rates of the result is shown in Table 1 ( the detail of two rates described in next subsection ). Because
we and Daisuke both try to overcome the hard problem, the
two approaches performs better than Vincent’s. Moreover,
our precision is 5% higher than Daisuke’s and the recall is
higher too. We reason that when color between individuals
is not changing our system works more effectively.

4.3. Results on real world crowd
We examine the performance of our method in real world
crowd on three datasets in this part, the PETS2006, the
UCSD, and our surveillance sequence. Our dataset is an
challenging one as there are high density crowd filling the
scene, where 35 individuals are in crowds with heavy occlusion on average at each frame. We also test Vincent’s
approach in the three sequences for comparison ( The comparison for Daisuke’s is shown in 4.2 ). The test results
are shown in Figure 9, 11-16 and Table 2. In each frame,
the clustering center are linked with moving features and a
circle is drawn using clustering center as circle center and
average distance between center and features as radius.
We defined the true positive, that one cluster is formed
for one person. The false positive contains two situations:
1) one individual is divided into more than one clusters, 2)
multiple individuals are clustered as one cluster.
The result shows that there are more clusters containing multiple individuals while our performance is much
better . Furthermore, lacking enough discrimination information makes Vincent’s system generate extreme fractured
clusters. Abandoning them would produce losing detection
shown in Figure 12 d while remaining them could result in
multiple clusters’ appearing on single person shown in Figure 12 b. Since the structure information tends to group one

Figure 10. The histogram shows the similarity of different clusters
in both approaches

person’s features together, our results seem better. More results are shown in Figure 14-16.
From Table2 and Figure 13, we observe that our system is better than pervious approach on precision and recall rates especially in dense crowd. Although, the recall
rate descends as the crowd density becomes higher, our algorithm’s recall rate stays a relatively high level which is
20% higher than pervious in heavy crowds. And, our precision rate of our algorithm stays high in three sequences and
still higher than other approaches. The result shows that our
system is robust for detecting individual in crowds.
In observation, we find that our algorithm fails when an
individual acts complex motion making the feature points
move irregularly and an individual is observed a extremely
special appearance which could not be recognized by appearance priori. Besides, little moving features would also
weaken the performance of the system. We would like to
dress the problems in our future work.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we introduce appearance and structure priori into the feature clustering framework by a novel mea-

Figure 9. Our result on UCSD

Figure 11. Vincent’s result on UCSD
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12. a is the result of our algorithm on PETS2006, b is Vincent’s result, c is output of our system on our dataset and d is the result of
pervious method

Figure 13. The left bar shows the average of precision rate for each datasets and the recall rate is shown on right

DataSet

N

PETS2006
UCSD
Ours

6
21
33

Our Algorithm
Recall Rate
Precision Rate
µ
σ
µ
σ
0.931 0.092 0.938 0.100
0.598 0.112 0.935 0.116
0.545 0.170 0.891 0.170

Vincent’s Algorithm
Recall Rate
Precision Rate
µ
σ
µ
σ
0.862 0.130 0.890 0.100
0.353 0.140 0.664 0.102
0.303 0.200 0.631 0.181

Table 2. Detection results on three datasets: N denots the average number of people in each frame, µ and σ presents the mean and the
standard deviation.

surement of features called feature’s structure consistency.
Our approach could discriminate individuals with other objects, which enables the framework actually detect individuals in crowds for the first time. And, the situation can be better solved that individuals are walking closely in the same
direction in crowds. Our experiments on four datasets show
that the approach improves the performance of detecting individual in crowd obviously.
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